
MAAG IronDrive 
Gear unit for vertical 
roller mills

MAAG® GEAR
GEAR SYSTEMS

WE DISCOVER POTENTIAL
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Design
Your gear box should help you get the most out of your vertical 
roller mill. The MAAG IronDrive benefits from smart design, an 
ingenious lubrication system and additional monitoring devices 
that work in combination with our comprehensive online monitoring 
services to ensure you can optimise mill performance and get 
ahead on maintenance.

 ■ Easy access to the bevel gearing due to larger inspection port. 
 ■ Reduce downtime during adjustment of bevel gear contact 

pattern.
 ■ Bevel pinion can be removed without removing the gear unit from 

the mill. 

Suitable for an array of vertical roller mill and arrangements, the 
MAAG IronDrive series accommodates power ranges from less than 
1000 up to 9000 kW – all in a compact unit.

A smart gear unit that drives 
your performance

MAAG® IronDrive gear unit 
is a true upgrade

With the new MAAG® IronDrive, you have the opportunity to reduce 
your costs while still benefiting from the exceptional reliability 

of these two-and three stage bevel planetary gear units.

Improved sustainability, greater operational safety, cost optimisation 
and reduced and simplified maintenance.

■
Minimal power
consumption

■
Optimal longevity 

and reliability 

■
IOT

ready

■
Streamlined 

servicing

Key benefits

Components that deliver endurance and ease
While the 2-stage MAAG IronDrive is equipped with antifriction 
bearings on bevel and planetary stage by default and can be 
supplied with sleeve bearings on the planetary stage on request, 
the 3-stage gear unit is fully equipped with sleeve bearings on all 
three stages.

As applied on all our vertical mill gear units, the casing’s even and 
circular shape guarantees an optimal force flow from mill table into 
the foundation of your vertical roller mill. The robust gear casing 
for the MAAG IronDrive can be executed as fabricated and welded 
construction or in cast steel. 

To absorb the shock loads generated by the grinding process, the 
axial thrust bearing that supports the mill table is composed of a 
dozen single tilting thrust pads, all of which are lined with Babbitt 
metal at the contact surface. Each pad is lubricated individually by a 
forced oil circuit. Subject to your needs for the grinding process, our 
MAAG IronDrive also includes a high-pressure lubrication system for 
hydrostatic table support and is equipped with emergency shoulder 
that will protect the gears in case of table tilting.
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2350-2 2590-2 3290-2 3630-2 3800-2 3800-3 4000-3 4750-3 4350-3 4580-3 5000-3

Preliminary MAAG IronDrive size (-2 = two stage; -3 = three stage)

Estimate MAAG IronDrive size  (the table shows an indicative size selection; more sizes are available)



Output flangeTilting pad 
thrust bearing

Planetary stage

Bevel gear 
stage

Thrust bearing 
housing Pinion gear

Tooothed 
coupling

Casing

2-Stage IronDrive Gear

3-Stage IronDrive gear
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Gear wheels and pinions are all made from the highest case
hardening steel grades. As well as designing the gears according
to current ISO and AGMA standards, we apply own standards and 
experience to define tooth shapes on its gears which allow highest 
strength and the unique manufacturing process secures, despite 
distortions, a uniform case depth. This method guarantees optimum 
tooth flank contacts and, combined with the high gearing quality, 
ensures that the MAAG IronDrive delivers efficient power output 
and smooth operation – not to mention superior longevity.
 
All anti-friction bearings installed on the 2-stage MAAG IronDrive
have been selected in close cooperation with the most known
bearing manufacturer and sized to reach longest life times.
 
All 3-stage gear units are equipped with slide bearings of
our own design and standards, including the
selection of optimal geometries (L/d ratio) and clearances,
Babbitt material properties and coating process.

Low-maintenance, high-performance connections
The flexible coupling that comes as standard with the MAAG® 
IronDrive is almost maintenance free, as it requires no lubrication 
changes. It also has low vibratory loads in the drive train and 
relatively wide ranges for axial and radial misalignment.
These features combine to give you reliable function with 
low operating costs.

Substitutions and overhauls of drive train
OKTM Mill

Output flange

Tilting pad 
thrust bearing

Sun pinion 
first stage

Sun pinion 
second stage

Bevel pinion

Bevel wheel

Ring gear

Ring gear 
first stage

Planet wheel 
first stage

Planet wheel 
second stage

Toothed 
coupling
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To achieve the best performance, the basic philosophy is to keep 
the gearbox empty during operation, because splash lubrication 
causes high drag and so increases the losses within the unit. 
The lube oil is led to an external oil tank by gravitation. The tank 
accommodates more than the required MAAG® IronDrive lube oil 
quantity. This massive amount of lube oil guarantees that the oil has 
enough time to degas properly and avoids an early decomposition 
and degradation of the lube oil’s viscosity. 

The system is separated into two circuits, each with its own oil 
tanks. The larger section contains the oil that is pumped with the 
low-pressure pump through the filter and cooler and is meant for 
the lubrication of gears and shaft bearings. One part of this filtered 
and cooled oil is deviated to the second, smaller tank, which is 
equipped with high-pressure pumps that deliver lube oil to the axial 
thrust bearings, positioned right below the mill table. The separation 
of the low pressure and high-pressure circuit has already proven its 
need and functionality in different situations, avoiding major failures 
caused by thrust bearings seizing under load.

All design changes applied on the MAAG® IronDrive gear unit focused on increasing the 
robustness of components and improving accessibilityfor maintenance purposes. All this adds 

up to longer maintenance intervals and lowest servicing costs for your vertical roller mill.

Streamlined 
servicing

Lowest energy losses and 
highest safety thanks to an 

ingenious lube system

Lubrication unit for IronDrive gear unit

IOT ready - Beyond a basic 
condition monitoring system 
All of our gear units are equipped with unparalleled condition 
monitoring sensors. Normally, these types of sensors keep an 
eye on critical operating parameters like bearing temperatures, 
casing vibrations, etc. and trigger a mill shutdown in the case 
of exceedances.

Our Online Condition Monitoring Services do so much more. Now 
you can set up condition-based preventive maintenance that uses 
continuous monitoring and data analysis to detect wear and tear at 
an early stage. With this enhanced information, we help you plan 
maintenance and servicing in advance – reducing downtime and 
keeping your plant running smoothly. 

Replacements and spare parts 
All IronDrive sizes can easily be adapted as ready engineered drop 
in solution to fit under every brand of mill, no matter which size and 
standards are requested. We will work closely with you to assess 
the complete drive train, and existing components of the drive train 
and lubrication unit will be inspected and classified for re-use or 
replacement. Depending on the condition of the existing equipment 
and available space, your existing lube station can be adapted for 
future use with the IronDrive gear.

From simple installation and commissioning assistance all the way 
up to complete turnkey solutions, we are a technical partner you 
can rely on.

For customers concerned on long term planning we can 
guarantee that our digitalized manufacturing system allows delivery 
of identical spare parts during whole gear lifetime.

Online condition monitoring, optimise uptime, and reduce costs

Sensor data

Informed

1. Resolution
2. Reporting

Implement
corrective action

Alert
Machine/Plant

Customer

FLSmidth Cloud
application

FLSmidth Service
Account Manager

FLSmidth 24/7
Global Remote
Service Center

Oil pump

Oil/Water cooler

Oil breather

High Pressure 
tank sections

High Pressure 
oil pump

Heating 
cartridges

Instrument panel

Bypass 
Filter unit
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FLSmidth A/S
Vigerslev Allé 77
2500 Valby
Denmark

Tel. +45 3618 1000
Fax +45 3630 1820
info@flsmidth.com

www.flsmidth.com


